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security, the physics of nuclei is fundamental to our
understanding of the universe and, at the same time,
intertwined in the fabric of our lives. Nuclear physicists
and chemists are creating totally new elements in the
laboratory and producing isotopes of elements that,
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in industry, medicine, and national security. The United
States, with the support of the National Science
Foundation (NSF) and the Department of Energy (DOE),
has world-leading programs in nuclear science, from
forefront basic research to the development of important
new applications for society.
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A science-driven initiative
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• First cycle: June
2015 – May
2017
• Modest start (support 2 FRIB theory fellows at 50%)
• LRP 2015: FRIB-TA emerged as a theory initiative
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• Second cycle: June
2017 – May
2020
• Rapid increase of effort
3!
• Expand fellow program (grow from 2 to 4)
• Implement bridge program (2 bridges by end of cycle)
• Significant funding for travel to FRIB
• Includes visitor program and meetings

FRIB Theory Alliance
Serving Board Members

Current Members:
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Baha Balentekin (U. Wisconsin — 2013-2020)
Vincenzo Cirigliano (LANL — 2019-2022)
Charlotte Elster (Ohio U. — 2017-2020)
Jutta Escher (LLNL — 2019-2022)
Richard Furnstahl (Ohio State U. — 2013-2020)
Alexandra Gade (Michigan State U. — 2018-2021) [FRIB-Users ]
Kristina Launey (Louisiana State U. — 2019-2022)
Dean Lee (Michigan State U. — 2018-2021)
Augusto Macchiavelli (LBNL — 2017-2020)
Thomas Papenbrock (U. Tennessee — 2018-2021)
Jorge Piekarewicz (Florida State U. — 2017-2020)
Sanjay Reddy (U. of Washington — 2019-2022)
Filomena Nunes (Michigan State U.) [Managing Director]
Gillian Olson (Michigan State U.) [Administrative Assistant]

Former Members:

• David Dean (ORNL)
• George Fuller (UC San Diego)
• Chuck Horowitz (Indiana U.)
• Robert Janssens (U. North Carolina)
• Bao-An Li (TAMU, Commerce)
• Witek Nazarewicz (Michigan State U.)
• Erich Ormand (LLNL)
• Rebecca Surman (U. Notre Dame)

FRIB Theory Alliance
Mission and Goals

To deliver excellent theoretical science in support of FRIB science mission
To foster interactions between theory and experiment
To rejuvenate the field by creating permanent FRIB Theory Bridge positions
To retain young talent through the FRIB Theory Fellow program
To attract/inspire young talent through FRIB Theory Summer Schools
To educate future generations in advances low-energy nuclear theory
To foster interdisciplinary collaborations to wider theory communities

FRIB Theory Alliance
Theory Bridge Faculty
Current FRIB-TA Bridge faculty
• Saori Pastore (faculty 2018-, at WashU )
many-body
weak interactions
To rejuvenate
themethods
field byand
creating
permanent FRIB Theory Bridge positions
• Maria Piarulli (faculty 2018-, at WashU)
FRIB-TA annual meeting
Saori Pastore (WashU — 2018)
Thursday, 8th August 2019
nuclear forces and many-body methods
Penn Garden Room, Duke University
Maria
Piarulli
(WashU
—
2018)
• Sebastian Konig (faculty 2019 - , at NCSU)
3:00-4:30pm Session 1
Sebastian Konig (NCState — 2019)
3:00 Science Highlights from Bridge Faculty
Sebastian Konig (15 min)
Saori Pastore (15 min)
Maria Piarulli (15 min)
3:45 Overview of activities from managing director (Nunes)
4:10 Discussion on future directions of FRIB-TA (moderated by Piekarewicz)
4:30 Coffee Break
5:00-6:00 Session 2
5:00 Science Highlights from fellows
Kevin Fossez (15 min)
Gregory Potel (15 min)
Diego Lonardoni (15 min)
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5:00 Science Highlights from fellows
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FRIB Theory Alliance
Summer Schools

To attract/inspire young talent through FRIB Theory Summer Schools
Summer School on Neutron Star Mergers for Non Experts (2018)
Summer School on Machine Learning Applied to Nuclear Physics (2019)
TALENT School on Theory for Exploring Nuclear Reaction Exps. (2019)

LIGO-Virgo O3 Run: S190425z
iPhone App!

Neutron skins and neutron stars
in the multi-messenger era
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LIGO-Virgo O3 run in full swing
PREX-II running splendidly as we speak
New 2.17 Msun limit on maximum mass
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Exciting possibility: If PREX confirms that Rskin is large and
LIGO-Virgo that NS-radius is small, this may be evidence of a
softening of the EOS at high densities (phase transition?)
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